
1 Lecture - ENG101

Important Mcqs

1. What is reading comprehension?
a) The ability to recognize and pronounce words accurately
b) The knowledge of words and their meanings
c) The process of extracting meaning from written language
d) The ability to draw conclusions based on the evidence presented in a text

Answer: c) The process of extracting meaning from written language

2. Why is a dictionary useful for English comprehension?
a) It provides definitions, pronunciations, and usage examples of words
b) It improves critical thinking skills
c) It broadens knowledge and creativity
d) It aids in effective communication and career advancement

Answer: a) It provides definitions, pronunciations, and usage examples of words

3. What is the purpose of using a dictionary?
a) To memorize words and their meanings
b) To improve vocabulary skills
c) To aid in the comprehension of English texts
d) To read faster

Answer: c) To aid in the comprehension of English texts

4. Which skills are required for reading comprehension?
a) Decoding, vocabulary, and inference
b) Writing, speaking, and listening
c) Memorizing, summarizing, and analyzing
d) None of the above

Answer: a) Decoding, vocabulary, and inference

5. How can a reader understand a word in context?
a) By memorizing the definition of the word
b) By looking for the context in which the word is used in the text
c) By guessing the meaning of the word
d) None of the above

Answer: b) By looking for the context in which the word is used in the text

6. How can using a dictionary improve vocabulary skills?
a) By providing definitions and usage examples of words
b) By guessing the meaning of unfamiliar words



c) By summarizing the text
d) None of the above

Answer: a) By providing definitions and usage examples of words

7. What are some tips for using a dictionary effectively?
a) Choosing the right dictionary, looking up unfamiliar words, understanding the word in context, 
using the word in sentences, and reviewing the words regularly
b) Memorizing the entire dictionary
c) Only looking up words that are completely unfamiliar
d) None of the above

Answer: a) Choosing the right dictionary, looking up unfamiliar words, understanding the 
word in context, using the word in sentences, and reviewing the words regularly

8. What is the benefit of improving reading comprehension skills?
a) Broadening knowledge
b) Improving critical thinking
c) Enhancing creativity
d) All of the above

Answer: d) All of the above

9. Which type of dictionary is appropriate for English learners?
a) Monolingual dictionaries
b) Bilingual dictionaries
c) Learner's dictionaries
d) Both b) and c)

Answer: d) Both b) and c)

10. What should a reader do after looking up an unfamiliar word in the dictionary?
a) Memorize the definition of the word
b) Use the word in a sentence
c) Review the word regularly
d) All of the above

Answer: d) All of the above


